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Abstract: Implementing the concept of a “smart furnace transformer” should stipulate its information support throughout its life cycle. This requires improving techniques for estimating the transformer’s health and forecasting its remaining useful life (RUL). A brief review of the problem being solved has shown that the known RUL estimation techniques include processing the results of measuring the facility state parameters using various mathematical methods. Data processing techniques (deep learning, SOLA, etc.) are used, but there is no information on their application in online monitoring systems. Herewith, fast (shock) changes in the resource caused by the failures and subsequent recoveries of the facility’s health have not been considered. This reduces the RUL forecasting accuracy for the repairable equipment, including transformers. It is especially relevant to consider the impact of sudden state changes when it comes to furnace transformers due to a cumulative wear effect determined by their frequent connections to the grid (up to 100 times a day). The proposed approach is based on calculating the RUL by analytical dependencies, considering the failures and recoveries of the facility state. For the first time, an engineering RUL forecasting technique has been developed, based on the online diagnostic monitoring data results provided in the form of time series. The equipment’s relative failure tolerance index, calculated with analytical dependencies, has first been used in RUL forecasting. As a generalized indicator, a relative failure tolerance index considering the facility’s state change dynamics has been proposed. The application of the RUL forecasting technique based on the results of dissolved gas analysis of a ladle furnace unit’s transformer is demonstrated. The changes in the transformer state during the operation period from 2014 to 2022 have been studied. The RUL was calculated in the intensive aging interval; the winding dismantling results were demonstrated, which confirmed developing destructive processes in the insulation. The key practical result of the study is reducing accidents and increasing the service life of the arc and ladle furnace transformers. The techno-economic effect aims to ensure process continuity and increase the metallurgical enterprise’s output (we cannot quantify this effect since it depends on the performance of a particular enterprise). It is recommended to use the technique to forecast the RUL of repairable facilities equipped with online monitoring systems.
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1. Introduction
According to [1], “in the era of Industry 4.0, complex production equipment is becoming more integrated and smarter, which poses new challenges for data-driven process
monitoring and fault diagnosis”. Implementing the IOT model in industry and energy requires developing a method for diagnostic monitoring and preventive maintenance of power transformers based on the telemetry data analysis. Ref. [2] stresses the relevance of the ‘smart transformer’ concept in the paradigm of digital development of industry and energy. Its implementation is urgent for the transformers of arc furnaces and secondary steel processing units (furnace transformers).

The concept of a “smart furnace transformer”, developed by the leader in the manufacture of this class of equipment—TAMINI (Italy) [3]—along with energy saving and the possibility of automated secondary voltage control, provides for implementing online monitoring systems and information support of the unit during its life cycle. Among other tasks, the continuous monitoring and forecasting of the health by a set of diagnostic features based on statistical and physical–statistical models are provided. This concept can be implemented for operating transformers, provided that the following interrelated problems are solved:

- Implementing the control hardware and software for a set of parameters, reliably determining the technical condition;
- Improving the online state diagnosing and RUL forecasting techniques.

According to [4], RUL is defined as “the time for the asset’s health state to reach the failure threshold”. In other words, this is the time from the start of monitoring until the moment the facility’s resource is completely exhausted and cannot be recovered. According to [5], “Currently, techniques for defining the failure threshold are widely used, based on the ISO standards such as ISO7919 and ISO8688”. CIGRÉ interprets any equipment failure as a condition “when the withstand strength is exceeded by operational stresses, which requires the asset’s decommissioning” [6].

Electrical equipment has a rated operating life set by standards, specifications, or manufacturer’s documents. It should be decommissioned no earlier than that period. The probability of degradation failures within the planned full life or time between overhauls should be low. A synonym for RUL is the residual resource (hereinafter, the resource) of the equipment. This indicator is defined as the total operating time of the facility, from the moment of monitoring its health to the transition to the limit state [7]. In many cases, it is equated to service life defined as the practical economic life. Thus, the RUL has several similar definitions given in various regulatory documents; therefore, the terms RUL and resource used herein should have the same semantic meaning.

Operating transformers are exposed to the complex impact of strong electrical, electromagnetic, and thermal fields, as well as electrodynamic forces. This causes their aging, and herewith, defects occur that reduce service life. According to [8], “a harsh working environment gradually reduces the RUL and the equipment reliability, leading to severe accidents”. Reliable forecasting of the real service life of transformers, taking into account the developing defects, failures, and recovery of the technical condition, is a complex scientific and practical problem. Along with the prevention of emergencies, it should be solved to implement modern maintenance strategies. Ref. [9] concludes that “the key way to ensure the operational reliability of power equipment is developing modern techniques based on individual monitoring of real changes in the technical condition”.

Developing techniques to estimate and forecast the resource of operating power equipment has been happening for a long time [10–12]. Currently, the solution to this problem is acquiring a new direction—forecasting the transformer RUL in online monitoring systems determined by the widespread implementation of such systems. In this regard, the prospect of implementing algorithms for calculating the RUL by a set of continuously measured parameters using multiparameter diagnostics has arisen [13]. The solution to this problem, first of all, allows for assessing the possibility of adapting known techniques to online systems. Such an approach is applied below.

The literature review shows that when estimating a resource using online monitoring data, it is advisable to develop a physical–statistical technique combining the advantages of statistical and deterministic approaches. The technique for calculating the restored
equipment failure tolerance by analytical equations has been used to develop it [14,15].
The technique includes statistical processing of online monitoring results provided as time series (trends). The impact of failures on the facility’s health is also considered.

Thus, this study is aimed at developing a technique for forecasting the RUL by online monitoring results. In this technique, the resource is calculated considering the failures and subsequent full or partial recovery of the facility’s state. The literature review shows that, currently, theoretical solutions in studying the state and forecasting of the transformer RUL are significantly ahead of the practice of their implementation. Therefore, the possibility of the practical implementation of the developed method to forecast the operating transformer’s (and other equipment’s) RUL should be provided. In this regard, data processing should not involve complex mathematical methods, special software, and additional training of technical staff.

This publication describes and discusses the results of applying this technique to calculate the RUL of a secondary steel processing (ladle furnace) unit transformer of an arc furnace shop of a metallurgical plant. The problem of testing it is set and solved by processing the online health monitoring data. The calculation is performed by the moisture content and concentrations of gases dissolved in oil (DGA). One of the most important problems is to check the reliability of calculating the transformer RUL according to the proposed technique. However, under normal operating conditions, this would require several years of continuous monitoring since aging is slow. To resolve this problem, estimating the resource during the period of intensive state deterioration has been proposed when the resource decreases rapidly (similar to accelerated aging tests [16,17]).

The paper content is arranged as follows. Section 2 analyzes literature sources, justifies the relevance of improving RUL forecasting techniques, describes online systems for monitoring the furnace transformer’s health, and analyzes degradation models. Section 3 reviews the dependencies of the transformer failure tolerance during its life cycle, stresses the importance of considering failures and recoveries during the RUL forecasting, characterizes the studied transformer state online monitoring systems, and summarizes the requirements for the developed technique. Section 4 provides analytical dependencies for calculating the RUL and a generalized diagnostic indicator, an example of calculating the RUL for the facility’s various technical conditions. Section 5 shows the impact of the repair on the RUL and describes the defects found after dismantling, confirming the development of destructive processes. Section 6 discusses the study results, and Section 7 draws conclusions on the paper’s content.

The key contribution of the paper are as follows:
1. A technique for forecasting the RUL is proposed using the results of online monitoring of the facility’s health by processing diagnostic data provided as time series;
2. For the first time, the relative equipment’s failure tolerance index calculated by analytical equations is justified as an indicator used in the RUL forecasting. As an integrated indicator, the relative failure tolerance index is proposed, considering the dynamics of changes in the facility’s state;
3. For the first time, practical results are provided, obtained in the modes of intensive deterioration and subsequent recovery of the furnace transformer’s health. The reliability of calculating the RUL by the proposed analytical dependencies has been experimentally confirmed. The technique is recommended for forecasting the RUL of restored facilities equipped with online monitoring systems.

2. Literature Review
2.1. The Relevance of Improving the RUL Forecasting Techniques

Previous studies have shown the relevance of developing techniques for defining the transformer resource in the smart energy paradigm [18,19]. Ref. [1] stresses the importance of “real-time data flow monitoring and control for decision making and fault diagnosis” based on a review of fault diagnosis technologies; similar conclusions were drawn

Currently, stationary systems for online monitoring of the parameters of grid and unit transformers are being developed and actively implemented [24–26]. Ref. [27] notes that “online monitoring is performed continuously during operation and allows for recording loads that may affect the service life”. Ref. [28] describes the advantages of online monitoring compared to offline testing, including timely information on the transformer state, detecting incipient faults, and forecasting the RUL.

Ref. [29] provides an overview of the evolution of smart algorithms for estimating the transformer state. Papers [23,30–32] provide an overview of and consider prospects for the development of real-time RUL estimation techniques. Currently, two basic approaches are used to estimate and forecast the equipment state—based on the health index (HI) and the RUL. It is believed that HI is a standard tool for the comprehensive assessment of insulation aging [33,34] and load [35] and the analysis of the performance, risk, and reliability of transformers [19,36,37]. Ref. [38] discusses the aging index (AI) concept, which is a “practical tool combining the in-situ test results to estimate aging of oil transformers”. The literature describes in detail the techniques for calculating and results of applying the HI and AI indices.

Artificial intelligence methods are used to analyze the health and forecast the RUL of transformers. Based on the analysis of review papers, [39] notes that the RUL forecasting studies are classified according to different categories. Herewith, statistical models [40], machine learning [34], and hybrid [29] and knowledge-based approaches [35] are common. An approach to preventive maintenance of production lines based on machine learning has been considered. The equipment’s RUL was forecasted using artificial neural networks. The processing of large datasets allowed us to reach an important conclusion: “Although deep learning-based models may ensure better performance for forecasting the RUL, the use of this type of algorithm has some limitations. E.g., it requires a lot of data, configuring hyperparameter, and high computation efforts”.

Ref. [41] estimates the techniques for analyzing the equipment health based on a neural network model [42], a fuzzy complex model [43], a combined weight model [44], and a Bayesian network model [45]. It has been concluded that most of the calculations allow for obtaining the failure probability level but do not ensure forecasting the equipment failure. This does not allow for the recommendation of an effective maintenance schedule. In the listed techniques, “the estimate is vague and cannot meet the precise hardware support requirements” [41]. The industrial equipment state has also been assessed based on the combination of the digital twin model and a smart algorithm. A health assessment model was built based on the digital twin model and the neural network algorithm. The technique is implemented by programming in Python, and it has been concluded that it allows “taking advantage of the digital twin model while processing a lot of historical equipment and real-time data and empirical knowledge, as well as taking full advantage of the smart algorithm”.

To assess and forecast the health of assets, promising state-of-the-art SOTA technologies are used. Ref. [41] states that the RUL forecasting problem “can be solved using SOTA techniques such as fuzzy complex estimation, combined weighting model, and Bayesian network model. However, since these techniques are mainly assessed from a qualitative or probability standpoint, the assessment results are relatively fuzzy, which cannot meet the requirements for accurately maintaining the equipment state”.

SOTA techniques have also been studied in other publications. Ref. [46] proposes a “data-driven approach for accurately estimating the remaining useful life of machines using a hybrid deep recurrent neural network. Layers of long and short-term memory and classical neural networks are combined into a deep structure to draw timing information from serial data”. Ref. [47] notes that the forecasting problem can be solved as a classical regression problem based on tabular data using any SOTA technique. Such approaches require data on the equipment operation (process parameters and sensor signals) and time
to failure. Refs. [48,49] also consider applied SOTA issues; Ref. [50] provides a fundamental overview of SOTA–ensemble deep learning techniques.

The following shortcomings of the listed approaches regarding their ability to assess the equipment’s health should be noted:

- The need for processing large amounts of data, including their historical changes;
- Complexity determined by the use of special mathematical analysis techniques and software;
- The need for staff training.

These shortcomings limit the practical implementation of the considered approaches under the equipment operating conditions. The listed techniques are mainly of an academic nature, and thereat, they are not intended for processing the online monitoring results. Therefore, this study is aimed at developing an RUL forecasting technique, free of the listed shortcomings.

Herewith, a promising direction in diagnostic monitoring is implementing prognostic health management (PHM) algorithms based on the analysis of trends in continuously measured parameters. Ref. [51] states that “the current trend in maintenance strategies is supporting a prognostic approach to forecasting further asset degradation”. The authors of [52] believe that the RUL is “one of the key criteria for estimating the state and deciding on the transformer decommissioning”. This highlights the benefits of a prognostic maintenance approach.

In general, the analysis showed that the developed technique for forecasting the health of furnace transformers equipped with online monitoring systems should be based on calculating the RUL. Herewith, ref. [38] notes that this field is understudied.

2.2. Online Monitoring of the Furnace Transformer Health

Enhanced health control is relevant to transformers of heavy-duty arc furnaces and ladle furnace units [53–55]. This is determined by their operation under harsh conditions caused by a sharply variable asymmetric load due to the electric arc nonlinearity [56]. The furnace transformer windings are exposed to large electrodynamic loads caused by shock current changes associated with the steel smelting technology. This deteriorates the transformer’s electromechanical characteristics [57]. Ref. [58] analyzes the typical faults of this transformer class.

Refs. [59–61] provide an overview of known systems for the online monitoring of the furnace transformer’s health. Ref. [60] proposes a test procedure to identify incipient faults and determine the general state of transformers. A model has also been implemented to assess the insulation wear degree, residual resource, and the possibility of reusing a furnace transformer. Ref. [61] develops a technique and considers an example of diagnosing the health of a ladle furnace unit transformer (studied herein) based on the statistical processing of continuously measured partial discharges (PD). Ref. [2] develops a technique for assessing the diagnostic sensitivity of PD parameters to technical condition changes.

Almost all modern systems for the online monitoring of transformers are equipped with DGA systems [21]. The online DGA benefits are analyzed in [62,63], and the analysis and development of techniques for interpreting the DGA result are considered in [28,64,65]. Ref. [66] notes that “online monitoring of dissolved gases and moisture in power transformers provides real-time data allowing for early warning of developing transformer emergencies”. Along with fault diagnostics, this type of control is aimed at forecasting health [19,67–69]. Herein, the online DGA results are applied in developing a technique for forecasting the furnace transformer RUL.

2.3. Analysis of Degradation Models

Ref. [70] proposes dividing the equipment destruction processes into “soft-failure processes subject to gradual degradation” and hard-failure ones caused by “random impacts”. The same approach is applied in [71], “many systems may fail due to two competing modes—soft and hard failures”. The explanations that are given are as follows: “Soft failure occurs when the overall degradation, including continuous one, exceeds a certain critical threshold. A hard failure
occurs when the magnitude of any impact (extreme impact model) or the cumulative impact damage (cumulative impact model) exceeds some threshold and causes degradation of performance”.

Taking into account cumulative impact is especially relevant for furnace transformers. This is due to the frequent switching of vacuum switches installed in the primary circuit. They occur up to 100 times a day. Additionally, the on-load tap changer (OLTC) is switched up to 1000 times a day, which is not typical of grid transformers. Obviously, dynamic loads lead to the wear of the winding insulation and premature equipment failures. Given that transformers are recoverable equipment, the developed RUL calculation technique should consider the impact of failures and subsequent recoveries. To simulate a soft failure based on the online monitoring results, it is advisable to present data in the form of time series described by regression equations. When simulating hard processes, it is assumed that the failures and recoveries of the state occur instantly, which is confirmed by the used “shock” term.

To forecast the RUL, degradation was simulated in [70,72,73]. The slow degradation of various equipment and individual components has been studied in the following publications: ref. [74] explores the slow degradation of microelectromechanical systems; the research in ref. [75] regards the forecast and control of the health of aircraft engines; ref. [76] is about aircraft cooling devices; ref. [77] describes the degradation of rotation bearings. Papers [78,79] consider the degradation and recovery of the useful life of lithium-ion batteries during long idle periods. Ref. [80] studies the aging of MV power connectors in power lines. Herewith, literary sources provide no studies on the soft degradation of power transformers.

Short circuits are typical hard shocks leading to power equipment failures. Furnace transformers are also characterized by an open-phase mode, the aforementioned switching, and defects in HV bushings. The maintenance and repairs of the resource recovery through, as a rule, should also be considered and simulated. Ref. [79] draws a similar conclusion while discussing the technique of forecasting the RUL by simulating degradation and recovery. It is noted that “most of the existing degradation models fail to consider the impact of the recovery phenomenon in the course of degradation”.

Conclusions from the literature review:

1. The literary sources fail to provide any technique for calculating the transformer RUL by the online monitoring results, considering failures and subsequent recovery; however, they describe the developments for other assets;
2. Known equipment health analysis techniques, including SOTA, are not used to forecast the RUL based on the online monitoring results. Their practical implementation is limited since they require special software and staff training. Therefore, a technique that is free of these shortcomings and calculates the RUL should be developed;
3. The developed technique should be based on a statistical analysis of the diagnostic parameters that identify the degradation of insulation. The online DGA results are the most informative indicators of such processes;
4. The literature review has shown that when estimating the RUL of furnace transformers, hard failures and cumulative shocks caused by dynamic overloads should be considered. Such overloads are associated with the arc metal melting technology specifics and transient processes during the transformer switches occurring up to 100 times per working day. These conditions set specific requirements for the RUL forecasting technique being created, which are discussed in the next section.

3. Problem Statement

3.1. Dependencies of Transformer Failure Tolerance on the Operating Time

Figure 1 shows the time dependencies of the transformer failure tolerance for normal operation, built by the authors, based on [81,82]. The figure below shows the life cycle of a transformer capable of withstanding intermittent system failures when “the load gradually increases, and the failure tolerance decreases due to normal aging. As soon as the insulation fails to withstand high operating loads, the transformer becomes unserviceable” [82].
When the facility is first put into operation, failure tolerance (\(FT_0\)) corresponds to design withstand strength, which should ideally be maintained throughout the entire life cycle. High withstand strength in the initial period allows the transformer to withstand stressful situations, such as short circuits or overvoltage, without significant damage. Such processes are shown as short-term increases (impulses) of loads on the actual stress curve at time instants \(t_1, t_2, t_4\). Considering the increase in actual stress, the \(FT_1\) and \(FT_2\) pulse amplitudes are significantly below the levels limited by the actual withstand curve. The stress reduction in withstand strength at the specified time instants are shown on this curve as downward steps. Given the increase in actual stress and the decrease in actual withstand, the facility reaches normal life expectancy (time instant \(t_5\)), after which it should be decommissioned. The intersection point of actual withstand and actual stress curves indicates lifetime \(t_6\), considering the recovery of the resource (extended life), and the expected RUL, considering failures and recoveries. The figure above shows the definition of the RUL counted from monitoring time instants \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) (RUL at \(t_1\) and RUL at \(t_2\)). The actual withstand curve crossing point defines the end-of-life (EOL) time when the facility cannot be recovered. Obviously, these dependencies not only characterize the life cycle of the transformer but are applicable to other restored facilities.

For grid transformers, the rated service life is 40 years, but the cases of both premature failure and a significant excess of the period specified are frequent. It should be noted that for furnace transformers, according to the manufacturers’ requirements, this period is 30 years due to harsh operating conditions [85]. At the normal operating stage, failures occur regardless of the transformer age (time instants \(t_1\), \(t_2\)), and the danger degree is low. The actual withstand dependency shows that as the facility ages, the risk of failure increases. This explains the case of premature failure at the time instant \(t_4\) when the transformer cannot withstand the momentary overvoltage due to the insulation aging. The \(FT_3\) stress pulse amplitude exceeds the failure tolerance (dashed curve), although in the initial period of operation, such overloads (\(FT_1\)) have only caused a partial decrease in failure tolerance. However, at the time instant \(t_5\), the withstand strength increases due to its partial recovery. As a rule, this is ensured through maintenance or repair. As a result, the stress impulse does not reach the failure tolerance and, accordingly, failure does not occur.

Of course, such processes should be considered in the RUL calculations for not only transformers but also other critical equipment.

According to the discussions, equipment failure tolerance means the facility’s ability to uninterruptedly operate under normal conditions, regardless of the aging degree, at
external impacts without causing accidents. Such meaning is formulated for the first time; similar well-known definitions condition the “system’s ability to operate uninterruptedly despite the failure of one or more of its components”. Evidently, such a definition is not correct for structurally integral facilities. For a transformer, the failure of any component (winding, HV bushings, OLTC, etc.) inevitably leads to the failure of the entire unit. However, since this equipment is restorable, its service life can be restored through repair.

The figure above gives a general idea of the transformer’s life cycle. Under real conditions, the shape and length of the actual withstand curve are affected by many factors, the study of which is not covered hereby. Herewith, the analysis performed confirms the relevance of the goal set: forecasting the transformer’s RUL, considering failures and recoveries. For furnace transformers, the impact of transients is more significant than insulation aging. Therefore, considering the impact of failures and recoveries on the RUL is of great importance for them.

3.2. Specifics of the System for Online Monitoring of the Furnace Transformer Health

As noted above, this study has been performed using the example of a ladle furnace unit transformer of an arc furnace shop of a metallurgical plant.

The ETTsNKV-40,000/110 Transformer Parameters [2,61] are:
- Rated Capacity: 26,000–20,282 kVA;
- Rated Coil Voltage: 110,000 HV; 421–289.5 LV V;
- Diagram and Group of Coil Connection: Y/Δ-11;
- Number of OLTC Positions: 9;
- Cooling System: Suspended “OFWF”;
- Mass, 80 Tons;
- Length × Width × Height: 4840 × 3540 × 6200 mm.

The modular TDMS (transformer diagnostics monitor special) diagnostic system performed the health monitoring. The system specifications, purpose, and functionality are considered in [58,84].

The basic diagnostic control types are:
- DGA, moisture content control;
- Monitoring of partial discharges;
- Oil temperature control;
- Vibration control;
- Health monitoring of HV bushings, cooling systems, OLTC.

As noted above, the severity of faults occurring in the windings, core, and other modules is most effectively determined by the content of combustible gases (CO, H₂, C₂H₂, C₂H₄, C₂H₆, CH₂) in the oil and their generation rate. A high concentration of gases is not a danger, but diagnoses destructive processes in insulation [85]:
- High concentrations of hydrogen (H₂) and acetylene (C₂H₂) may indicate high current arcing;
- Hydrogen and lower hydrocarbons diagnose discharge phenomena;
- Significant content of methane (CH₄) and ethane (C₂H₆) indicate local overheating or hot spots;
- Emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO₂) occur when the paper insulation is overheated due to prolonged overload, heat transfer disturbance, or cooling system malfunction.

Excess moisture (H₂O) in the oil causes a sharp drop in its electric strength, causing the performance to deteriorate and increasing the likelihood of transformer failure.

DGA monitoring is performed using a Kelman Minitrans device [51]. Figure 2a,b show, respectively, the general view and design of the device mounted in the arc furnace shop, and Table 1 provides its specifications. The device is operated in accordance with the principle of photoacoustic spectroscopy, and measures hydrogen, acetylene, carbon
monoxide, and moisture contents in oil. These diagnostic types are most important for estimating the transformer’s health, and allow for identifying faults early.

![Minitrans gas analyzer](image)

**Figure 2.** Minitrans gas analyzer: (a) General view; (b) Design.

**Table 1.** The Minitrans specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Gas</th>
<th>Measurement Limit, ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen (H₂)</td>
<td>5–5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylene (C₂H₂)</td>
<td>3–50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon monoxide (CO)</td>
<td>10–50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>±10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity (H₂O)</td>
<td>0–100% RS (at 25 °C, or measured oil temperature)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a possibility for automatic sampling, according to a given schedule, from 1 time per hour to 1 time per day. The TDMS system’s important feature is its ability to automatically change its polling frequency (rate) depending on the measured parameter growth rate (the higher this rate, the higher the measured parameter reading frequency). This system option is useful but causes certain difficulties when calculating the RUL by coordinates measured with different rates, which is discussed in Section 5.1.

Figure 3 shows the main window of the system software interface. The data on the screen were recorded after their commissioning in 2014. The “Concentration of Gases and Moisture” Table provides averaged DGA results, as well as the limit values of these parameters and the oil, air, and tank temperatures. Note that at the fixed time instant, the acetylene concentration is 26.6 ppm, which is more than 2.5 times higher than the limit value (10 ppm). As a result, a red light alarm was generated, prohibiting the transformer’s operation. Along with averaged data, the measurement results can be displayed in the form of points and trends of controlled parameters.

Figure 4 shows the results of monitoring the moisture content and the concentrations of the three gases dissolved in oil, obtained in March–May 2015. The parameters were recorded with a variable time interval of 2 h; the number of points for each gas is \( N = 825 \). They demonstrate a monotonous increase in gas concentrations, which indicates destructive processes developing in solid insulation; the DGA results are analyzed in Section 4.2.
Figure 3. Main window of the monitoring software interface.

Figure 4. Online DGA results in the form of points at fixed time instants.

3.3. Requirements for the Technique Developed

According to the goal formulated in Section 1, the developed technique should perform two interrelated functions:

- Forecasting the RUL, considering gradual degradation and wear;
- Simulating hard impacts—resource changes due to failures and recoveries of the state.

The requirements are as follows:
1. It is advisable to develop the technique using the example of the online DGA results for a furnace transformer, but it should be applicable to other facilities and diagnostic parameters presented in the trend form. Thus, the methodology should be universal;

2. The parameter samples should be uniform, smoothed, and include a net of sharp changes not related to failures and resource recovery;

3. Processing should be based on known statistical methods; the software used should be available. This requirement is important since the technique is intended for use by the operational services of power facilities and industrial enterprises;

4. Sudden state changes should be considered:
   - A result of failure, i.e., deterioration of the state, accompanied by a rapid decrease in the resource;
   - After repair, as a result of which the state is completely or partially recovered and the resource increases;

5. The health criterion generalized for the total of diagnostic features should be justified. As shown below, it is advisable that such an indicator takes the equipment’s integral failure tolerance index, calculated by the defect development dynamics.

   **Note:** Equipment failure tolerance should not be confused with hardware failure tolerance defined as “the ability of a component or subsystem to perform the required function at one or more dangerous hardware failures” [86].

   As recommended in the introduction, the RUL was forecasted for the periods of intense fault development, when the deterioration from normal condition to pre-failure occurred over several months. During the monitoring period since 2014, such situations have occurred twice: in 2015–2016 and 2019–2020. Therefore, to test the technique, data related to these time intervals were taken and analyzed in Sections 4.2 and 5, respectively. The data stored in the TDMS system database are being processed. This improves reliability due to their ability to analyze further changes in the facility’s health and estimate the maintenance efficiency and the RUL forecast adequacy.

4. Materials and Methods

   The technique is illustrated by the RUL calculation examples during time intervals corresponding to the normal and degraded furnace transformer states. Failure tolerance has first been used to forecast the RUL.

4.1. Analytical Dependencies for the RUL Calculation

   The concept of equipment failure tolerance is given in [14], with reference to GOST 26883-86, providing for its operability within the service life. In other words, this is the facility’s ability to keep the specified parameters within tolerances and perform its functions under external loads. If the equipment aging regularity and the impact of operational factors are known, its service life can be defined analytically. With continuous monitoring, it can be estimated at any time using a set of diagnostic parameters. When a facility is put into operation, the failure tolerance is taken as being equal to 1, and when the resource is exhausted, it is equal to 0. During the operation period, this parameter is determined by the quantitative indicator $0 < S_f < 1$ (the $f$ index corresponds to the ‘failure’ term). When a defect is identified, it characterizes the deterioration of the facility properties and allows for forecasting the failure time.

   When calculating the $S_f$ value, the law of facility aging under external impacts causing failures should be known. According to the proposed technique, the relative failure tolerance as a time function is estimated using the following equation:

   $S_f(t) = S_{f0} \left( 1 - \left( \frac{t}{t_{EOL}} \right)^a \right)$, \hspace{1cm} (1)

   where $S_{f0}$ is failure tolerance in the initial state; $t_{EOL}$ is the time to reach EOL, defined as a statistical lifetime taken from similar equipment operation data; $a$ is a coefficient.
The current $S_f(t)$ value can be represented as the ratio of the failure tolerance at the time instant $t$ to that at the initial time instant. According to the accepted conditions, $S_f(0) = 1$, $S_f(t_{EOL}) = 0$. The EOL reached indicates the need for a replacement since the facility’s parameters exceed the permissible limits. The $a$ indicator in Equation (1) determines the $S_f(t)$ function change rate. When $a > 1$, aging proceeds slowly in the initial period and accelerates closer to the end of the rated service life. For $a < 0.5$, the ratio is reversed. The HV equipment operating practice shows that with acceptable accuracy, the lifetime is described by the $a$ indicator within 1.3–1.6 [14,15]. With an accuracy sufficient for the estimate, it is recommended to take $a = 1.5$.

Figure 5a gives a graphical explanation for the resource definition; $t_{RUL}$ is defined as the time interval from a fixed time instant, taken as the reference point, to the $t'_{EOL}$ time instant, considering failures and recoveries [80]. Conventionally, a stepwise decrease in $S_f$ by $\Delta S_f = 0.1$ at the $t_d$ time instant is shown; the same instant is taken as the RUL reference point. After the occurrence of a defect (or failure) at the $t_d$ time instant, the EOL time decreases ($t'_{EOL} < t_{EOL}$); accordingly, the failure tolerance and the expected RUL are reduced. The admissibility of the assumption on a shock change in the facility state during failures/recovery is shown in Section 3.1.

In the developed technique, the relative failure tolerance is calculated using the following equation:

$$S_f(t) = S_{f0} \left(1 - \left(\frac{t}{t_{EOL}}\right)^a\right) - \Delta S_f. \quad (2)$$

It is assumed that a defect occurring at the $t_d$ time instant reduces it by $\Delta S_f$. The time to reach EOL after the defect occurrence is determined by the following equation

$$t'_{EOL} = t_{EOL} \left(1 - \Delta S_f\right)^{1/a}, \quad (3)$$

accordingly, the useful life from the $t_d$ defect occurrence instant is

$$t_{RUL} = t'_{EOL} - t_d. \quad (4)$$

When taking the monitoring start time $t_0$ as the RUL reference point, then

$$t_{RUL} = t'_{EOL}.$$
The plot in Figure 5b explains the \( t_{RUL} \) definition principle with a constant facility aging pattern, considering several failures and recoveries. It is similar to Figure 1 and represents the dependence \( S_f(t) \) when defects occur at the time instants \( t_1, t_2, t_4, \) and some defects are eliminated at the \( t_3 \) time instant [14]. The defect occurrence at the \( t_1 \) time instant reduces the failure tolerance \( S_f \) by \( \Delta S_f; \) a similar process occurs at the \( t_2 \) time instant. Partial resource recovery at the \( t_3 \) time instant increases the tolerance, and the subsequent defect occurrence at the \( t_4 \) time instant reduces it. As in the previous case, \( t'_{EOL} < t_{EOL}. \) Figure 5b shows that the \( \Delta S_f \) value is defined as the algebraic sum of the \( \Delta S_f \) values from each impact. Considering this, Equation (3) takes the following form:

\[
t'_EOL = t_{EOL} \left( 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{k} \Delta S_{fi} \right)^{1/a},
\]

where \( k \) is the number of identified or eliminated defects (impacts).

When eliminating the \( i-th \) defect, the corresponding \( \Delta S_f \) value in the sum is taken with a minus sign (in Figure 5b, this is an \( \Delta S_f \) increment). Complete defect elimination at the \( t_d \) time instant (Figure 5a) will increase the tolerance by \( \Delta S_f \) while

\[
t_{RUL} = t_{EOL} - t_d.
\]

The rapid elimination of the failure consequences provides a theoretical opportunity for saving the resource while \( t'_{EOL} \approx t_{EOL}; \) however, even at the initial operation stages, the resource decreases due to aging. This leads to an incomplete restoration of serviceability, which is explained by the time dependence of the failure rate \( \lambda(t) \) in Figure 6 [24].

![Figure 6. The failure rate \( \lambda(t) \) and average rate \( \lambda(t) \) change nature, considering repairs and recoveries.](image)

Figure 5b shows the time \( t_{RUL} \) from the start of operation \( (t = 0), \) but according to the definition, it can be counted from any other moment conventionally taken as the start of monitoring (see Figure 1). Such a detailed explanation is given herein since in many sources, the RUL is counted only from the moment of commissioning, i.e., it is identified with EOL, which is not rightful.

The most difficult aspect is the fact that in order to define \( t'_{EOL} \) and \( t_{RUL}, \Delta S_f \) should be known for each measured parameter at given thresholds. It is proposed that these indicators are defined as a power function

\[
\Delta S_{fi} = 0, 1, \left( \frac{Y_i}{Y_{id}} \right)^q,
\]

where \( Y_i \) and \( Y_{id} \) are the current and threshold values of the \( i-th \) informative parameter; \( q \) is an indicator defined by the type of physical process in the controlled facility.

The authors of [14,15,81,82] replace the failure tolerance plot with a power function and explain it by the actual withstand plot seen in Figure 1. Table 2 provides the \( q \) values for calculating \( \Delta S_f \) of oil-filled equipment by three diagnostic parameters [14]. Below is an example of calculating the resource of the transformer under study.
Table 2. Diagnostic parameters and the corresponding $q$ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Diagnostic Parameters, $Y_i$</th>
<th>$q$ Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top oil layer temperature</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture content in oil</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration of gases dissolved in oil</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Example of Calculating the Furnace Transformer RUL

For the convenience of analysis and mathematical processing, the trends of diagnostic parameters were smoothed using the moving average method [87]. This method is based on the analysis of a time interval covering $n$ diagnostic parameter values and their replacement by the averages of groups consisting of $m < n$ values ($m$ is an odd figure, $m = 3, 5, 7 \ldots$). The average $Y_a$ is in the center of the interval and is calculated by the following formula:

$$
Y_a = \frac{\sum_{j=m-p}^{m+p} Y_j}{2m},
$$

where $p = (m − 1)/2$ is the number of points to the left and right of the midpoint $a$, included in the calculation, while the duration of the intervals is assumed to be the same; $j$ is the order number of the point in the interval.

Figure 7 shows the smoothed trends of gas concentrations and moisture content for time intervals corresponding to two cases:

- A deteriorated transformer state accompanied by an intensive increase in gas concentrations (Figure 7a);
- A normal state after recovery, leading to a multifold decrease in gas concentrations, however, not preventing their further growth (Figure 7b).

![Figure 7. Trends in the online DGA results before and after the recovery. (a) from 1 March 2015 to 13 May 2015; (b) from 1 February 2016 to 27 March 2016.](image)

Smoothing was performed using the data preprocessing software [88]. The recovery included scheduled maintenance, degassing, and partial oil replacement.

For the transformer under study, the rated resource, $t_{EOL} = 30$ years, and the service life as of the time of diagnostics, $t = 10$ years (installed in 2005), are known. The degraded state $Y_{ID1}$ and pre-emergency $Y_{ID2}$ thresholds, specified in Table 3, were taken as rated values for each parameter in Formula (6) [53].
Figure 8 shows the plots of changes in the transformer resource for the studied intervals, calculated according to the considered technique. It can be seen that the RUL in Figure 8a decreases significantly faster compared to the facility operation period. After the transformer operation for a little more than two months, the resource decreased by 4 and 2 years by the degraded state and pre-emergency thresholds, respectively. After the maintenance, the RUL almost completely recovered as of 31 January 2016; the values in Figure 8b correspond to those as of 1 March 2015 (Figure 8a). Further, within the monitored interval in Figure 8b, the RUL makes up 10 and 12 years, which, in sum with the operation period (10 years), do not correspond to the rate of 30 years.

Figure 8. Changing the transformer resource during the operation before (a) and after (b) maintenance. Curves 1 and 2 correspond to the criteria for the degraded state and pre-emergency.

By the end of monitoring, the resource by the pre-emergency threshold before recovery (Dependence 1 in Figure 8a) was 9 years. At the start of monitoring, the resource after recovery (Dependence 1 in Figure 8b) increased to 12 years. A similar change in the resource by the degraded state criterion (Dependency 2 in the same figure) was 1 year (from 11.8 to 12.8 years). Based on these observations, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The assumption of a shock change in the resource after repair (and in case of failure) is rightful;
2. After the taken measures, the transformer resource was not fully recovered, i.e., the defect causes were only partially eliminated. This is confirmed by the increase in the concentrations of gases, as seen in Figure 7b;
3. After the resource recovery, the RUL trends calculated according to both boundary criteria (Dependencies 1 and 2 in Figure 8b) are in quasi-steady states.

The analysis confirms the efficiency of the recovery and the RUL forecasting reliability. Herewith, the conclusion on the health recovery is not unambiguous since the interval after the repair is too short (Figure 8b). Further monitoring showed that due to these measures, the transformer operated in normal mode for more than 3 years. As shown in Section 5.1, in May 2019, the transformer state began to deteriorate due to developing defects, and by the end of December, it approached an emergency state. This case is analyzed in Section 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$Y_{ID1}$</th>
<th>$Y_{ID2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogen content, H$_2$</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carbon monoxide content, CO</td>
<td>300 ppm</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moisture content, H$_2$O</td>
<td>15 ppm</td>
<td>30 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Acetylene content, C$_2$H$_2$</td>
<td>5 ppm</td>
<td>10 ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Degraded state and pre-emergency thresholds based on DGA results.
4.3. Defining Relative Failure Tolerance

According to the DGA theory, along with the absolute values of the concentrations of gases dissolved in oil, the defect danger degree depends on the concentration growth rate \[89, 90\]. Thus, the author of \[89\] argues that the corresponding diagnosed defect is considered as fast developing when the relative gas(es)’ concentration(s)’ growth rate(s) exceed(s) 10% per month. The regulatory document \[85\] classifies defect development rates based on DGA results. In this regard, it is advisable to define a dimensionless indicator: the facility’s relative failure tolerance, not related to time intervals involved in the RUL calculation. The dynamic relative tolerance factor \(K_d\) is proposed as such a criterion, characterizing the following \(\Delta S_f\) parameter growth rate:

\[
K_d = \frac{\Delta S_{f1}/\Delta t_1}{\Delta S_{f1}/\Delta t_1},
\]

where \(\Delta S_{f1}, \Delta S_{f2}\) are the failure tolerance changes recorded in the first \(\Delta t_1\) and last \(\Delta t_l\) diagnostic intervals.

Table 4 provides the \(K_d\) values determining the developing defect danger degree \[14\]. In essence, this indicator characterizes the facility’s robustness to external impacts. Therefore, it is proposed to use the concept of “index of the facility’s robustness to the failure tolerance changes” as a synonym for the definition of “the facility’s dynamic relative tolerance factor”. The lower its value, the higher the facility’s stability, so \(K_d\) tending to zero is desirable after the state is recovered. When diagnosing several \((k)\) defects, this parameter should be calculated as the algebraic sum of the failure tolerance values for each defect

\[
K_d = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{\Delta S_{fi1}/\Delta t_1}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \Delta S_{fi1}/\Delta t_1}.
\]

Table 4. Dynamic factor \(K_d\) for controlled parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic Parameter, (Y_i)</th>
<th>Maximum (K_d) Corresponding to the Danger Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration of gases dissolved in oil</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture content in oil</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top oil layer temperature</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows a \(K_d\) change plot for the transformer under study after maintenance (the source data for the calculation are given in Figure 7b). The smoothed data were obtained using the moving average method with the number of intervals \(m = 9\) \((\Delta t = 9\) days\); the first day was taken as the \(\Delta t_1\) interval. In this case, the denominator is a constant, so Dependence (9) corresponds to the derivative of the sum of the failure tolerance values over time \(dS_f/dt\). It can be seen that after 10 days of operation, the \(K_d\) value decreases and then varies within \(\pm 10\%\) relative to zero. The conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the developing defect danger degree is low; therefore, the failure tolerance is satisfactory.

Applying the dynamic characteristic \(K_d\) is effective since it is dimensionless and allows for defining failure tolerance in different facility operation intervals under different external conditions.
5. Implementation

This section gives an experimental estimation of the health recovery impact on the transformer’s RUL. The defects found after dismantling the windings are also considered, explaining the nature of destruction leading to pre-emergency.

5.1. Analyzing Source Data Arrays

The DGA results recorded by the online monitoring system during the monitoring period were analyzed, including the following intervals:

- Deterioration of the transformer state from 5 May to 23 December 2019 (each parameter sample is approximately 2400 points);
- Repair from 23 December 2019 to 10 January 2020;
- Recovered state from 10 January 2020 to 15 March 2020 (sample of 820 points).

Preliminarily, the time series were smoothed using the moving average method at \( m = 21 \).

Figure 10 shows the DGA monitoring results as a set of points (left) and smoothed trends (plots on the right), which allow for tracing the trends in parameter changes. Before the start of the study period (5 May 2019), the concentrations of all gases and moisture content met the “normal” criterion, i.e., they were below the degraded state thresholds specified in Table 3. This was due to the maintenance and oil replacement at the end of 2015, as mentioned in Section 4.1. Figure 10a,b shows that the hydrogen concentration exceeded the degraded state threshold (50 ppm) at the end of May, and the pre-emergency threshold (100 ppm) in mid-September 2019. Acetylene concentration (Figure 10c,d) exceeded the degraded state threshold (5 ppm) in mid-May and the pre-emergency threshold (10 ppm) in mid-August of the same year. The concentrations of carbon monoxide and moisture during the monitoring did not exceed the set thresholds.

Gas concentrations at fixed time instants: at the start of monitoring (5 May 2019), before repair (23 December 2019), and after repair (10 January 2020) are given in Table 5. They show that as a result of the repair, gas concentrations have significantly decreased, which, obviously, had a positive impact on the facility’s failure tolerance and the transformer RUL. This is confirmed in Section 5.2 below.

When analyzing the state by a set of parameters, various polling rates of the time series of rated values create a serious problem. In the case under study, the hydrogen and acetylene concentration arrays are non-periodic and have a different number of points within a common time interval. Thus, the smoothed hydrogen and acetylene series are represented by 2375 and 2410 points, respectively. According to Section 3.2, this is due to the automatic configuration of polling rates in the TDMS system, when the set rate depends on the diagnosed parameter change rate. In the proposed technique, to reduce data to a common time scale, a time series with a smaller number of points is taken as a basis, and
the next series values are recalculated using linear interpolation. It is assumed that between fixed points, the function is approximated by straight segments.

**Figure 10.** Initial (a,c,e,g) and smoothed (b,d,f,h) online DGA results during the monitoring period (5 May 2019–15 March 2020).
Table 5. Gas concentrations before and after repair according to the trends shown in Figure 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Gas</th>
<th>5 May 2019</th>
<th>23 December 2019</th>
<th>10 January 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>Multiplicity</td>
<td>ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen (H₂)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylene (C₂H₂)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. RUL Calculation Results

Figure 11a shows the change in the transformer’s \( t_{RUL} \), calculated according to the developed technique for the study’s monitoring period. It is seen that in the \( t_1-t_2 \) time interval, the resource reduces much faster compared to the facility operation period. During this interval of about 8 months, the RUL has decreased by more than 8 years (from 15 to 6.5 years). Due to the deterioration of the state, the transformer was shut down on 23 December 2019 (\( t_2 \) time instant) and put into operation after repair on 10 January 2020 (\( t_3 \) time instant). The repair facilitates the health recovery (Figure 11a) and the increase in failure tolerance (Figure 11b). The RUL recovered almost to its initial value (14 years) and remained at this level (with acceptable deviations) until the end of monitoring in 2022 (not shown in the figure).

![Figure 11a](image1)

![Figure 11b](image2)

Figure 11. Changes to the transformer’s resource (a) and failure tolerance (b), considering the recovery after repair.

Note that the \( S_f(t) \) curve in Figure 11b does not correspond to the power dependence in Figure 5a. This is because the RUL is calculated not by one but by two parameters specified in Table 5. The aforementioned reduction in data to a common time scale also impacts the dependence. The correlation of dependencies RUL(\( t \)) and \( S_f(t) \) in Figure 11a,b confirms the calculation reliability.

In general, considering the studies described in Section 4.2, we can state that the transformer’s failure tolerance and RUL have been experimentally analyzed for 8 years of operation (from 2014 to 2022) using the developed technique. Similar studies are not available in the literature.

Defects reducing the transformer’s resource in the \( t_1-t_2 \) interval are considered below. Their occurrence is caused by the insulation destruction, which has led to an increase in the hydrogen and acetylene concentrations. According to Section 3.2, their simultaneous growth may indicate thermal decomposition and even the arc breakdown of the insulation.

5.3. Defects Identified when Dismantling the Windings

Figure 12 shows photos of windings after dismantling. Their general view indicates a lack of serious damage, but the examination results identified signs of destruction. Specifically, carbon-like debris was found on the transformer iron (Figure 13a), and the insulation was damaged at the winding connection points (Figure 13b). Local insulation destruction and other defects were also diagnosed, which confirmed the deterioration of the state (not
shown in the photos). Thus, the alleged cause for decreasing the transformer’s failure tolerance and, accordingly, the RUL thermal destruction of the insulation were confirmed.

![View of the furnace transformer windings after dismantling.](image)

**Figure 12.** View of the furnace transformer windings after dismantling.

![Visual examination results: carbon-like debris on the core surface (a) and degradation of the insulation at the windings connection points (b).](image)

**Figure 13.** Visual examination results: carbon-like debris on the core surface (a) and degradation of the insulation at the windings connection points (b).

Quantifying the developing defect danger degree is difficult; however, the state is assessed as a pre-emergency according to the RUL decrease rate. The almost complete resource recovery after the repair indicates a reliable forecast of the RUL and confirms the repair’s timeliness. Thus, the RUL is not only a criterion for the duration of a trouble-free operation but also an indirect indicator of health. A detailed analysis of this issue requires additional research, the results of which may be the subject of a separate publication.

6. **Discussion of the Results**

Dependencies (1)–(6) are deterministic, while the informative parameter values, e.g., $t_j$, time instants in Figure 5 are probabilistic quantities. The resource calculation algorithm implementing the sequence of actions according to the developed methodology, along with the RUL calculations, comprises statistical techniques for smoothing and reducing the normalized parameters to a single scale. Therefore, the technique under study is a physical–
statistical one. The impact of physical factors causing the development of degradation considered therein confirms this conclusion. Regression equations are built for diagnostic parameters (gas concentrations) closely related to physical processes such as sparking, arc discharges, etc. Physical and statistical process analysis models have the benefits of both deterministic and statistical techniques for assessing and forecasting the resource of complex equipment.

The material contains examples of calculating the furnace transformer RUL based on the online DGA results. Obviously, the RUL can also be defined by other informative parameters. These first include the PD characteristics (intensity and apparent charge) controlled by the TDMS system [2,61]. The destructive process development rate is also considered, which is among the technique’s advantage.

Advantages of using the developed technique in online monitoring:

1. Samples are complete since each parameter is measured several hundred times, and this number can be increased by increasing the polling duration or frequency. The possibility of building the trends of changes in the resource and estimating them at any time should also be noted, which is important with the intensive development of destructive processes;

2. Since analytical dependencies are used to calculate the RUL, there is no need to provide statistical data on failures and the run-to-failure of healthy equipment (most known techniques require such data). The state is assessed by comparing current data with settings for each controlled parameter. In this case, the state gradation can be set by not only the criteria “normal”, “degraded”, “pre-emergency” adopted in the examples given but also an extended list of criteria. Thus, the five-level classification recommended by IEC 997 [91] can be applied, as shown in Table 4 (without considering the “normal” state);

3. The technique’s algorithms can be integrated into the software of existing online monitoring systems with virtually no complication. Thereat, the algorithmic language of the software does not matter.

Herewith, the following limitations should be considered:

1. Limitation associated with the unsatisfactory scale of implementing online systems for monitoring the state of power transformers and other electrical equipment. The literature review has shown that a situation has developed in power and other industries when theoretical developments are far ahead of their practical implementation. This paper demonstrates the industrial implementation of the RUL forecasting technique, and therefore, is aimed at eliminating this discrepancy;

2. Understudying the issues of applying the proposed approach for various state monitoring techniques. The issues of forecasting the RUL based on the regular measurement results are believed to be promising. Considering that the state of most transformers is monitored just in this way, adapting the proposed technique for processing the regular measurement results is relevant.

The methodological approach considered can also be used to estimate the resource by the results of regular measurements of diagnostic parameters. In this case, a database for storing information and special software written according to this technique’s algorithm should be developed. The failure tolerance and RUL are calculated for a specific monitoring time instant, so the requirements for the statistical stability and homogeneity of the measurement result distribution functions are not relevant.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

A technique for calculating the transformer RUL has been developed, and examples of its implementation are given. This technique facilitates calculating the resource according to the criteria of the degraded state and pre-emergency and by a generalized parameter determining the integral dynamic failure tolerance of the technical system.

The key points of the RUL calculation technique are:
1. Presentation of the online monitoring results as a time series, reduction to a single time scale, and smoothing using the moving average method;
2. Direct calculation of the transformer’s failure tolerance and RUL by Equations (2)–(5);
3. Analyzing the impact of shock state changes (failures and recoveries) on the facility’s RUL. Calculating $\Delta S_i$ by Equation (6);
4. Defining the generalized dynamic index by Equation (8). Justifying the acceptance of the facility’s relative failure tolerance index called the “external impact robustness index” as a generalized parameter;
5. Estimating the reliability by comparison with the results of an experimental assessment or the analysis of the state by other diagnostic methods (where appropriate).

The developed technique was applied to analyze the failure tolerance and RUL of the ladle furnace transformer during the operation period from 2014 to 2022. The cases of an intensive decrease and subsequent recovery of failure tolerance have been studied. The reliability of calculating the RUL by the online DGA results has been experimentally confirmed; the possibility of a stepwise (shock) representation of the facility state changes during failures and recoveries has been proven. The expediency of implementing the developed technique for estimating the RUL during periods of active development of degradation processes (intensive aging) has been confirmed. The defects found after the transformer dismantling are demonstrated, which confirms the destruction developing in solid insulation. Conclusions have been drawn on the reliability of estimating the health and forecasting failure tolerance.

The “failure tolerance” term has been redefined for the integral facilities. It is understood as the ability to uninterruptedly operate under normal conditions, regardless of the aging degree, under external impacts not causing accidents.

The developed method is aimed at eliminating the following common shortcomings of the existing RUL forecasting techniques:
1. The known techniques are not intended for use in online health monitoring systems, the implementation of which is a priority IOT area;
2. The known techniques are aimed at developing methods for processing diagnostic data arrays. It assumes collecting the necessary data over a long period (usually many years), and the only problem is their efficient processing. However, a literature review and the transformer (and other industrial) equipment’s operating practice shows that the necessary data arrays are usually unavailable. Therefore, there is a huge gap between the theoretical development of the RUL forecasting techniques and their industrial implementation;
3. Complexity, since all existing RUL forecasting techniques require special mathematical data processing methods (deep learning methods, etc.) and highly qualified staff. This limits the possibility of implementing them in production;
4. The known techniques fail to consider the shock RUL change during accidents or resource recovery due to maintenance and repairs. The cumulative failure impact are not considered. This reduces the RUL forecast’s reliability for operating facilities.

A comparison of the proposed method with the existing techniques described in Section 2 shows the following advantages:
1. The developed technique is intended for use in the transformer health online monitoring systems (for the first time). Considering that almost all newly commissioned transformers are equipped with such systems, this field has broad prospects;
2. The technique has been developed using the example of a furnace transformer which is the specific industrial facility, at which this technique was implemented. Its reliability and technical efficiency have been verified experimentally, which is something that the available literature was lacking. This stresses the practical orientation of the study;
3. The technique is based on analytical equations, it is simple, and does not require special software or staff knowledge. Therefore, it is rightfully related to engineering techniques.
Automatically defining the resource in online systems is a desirable function when solving the following problems:
- Developing maintenance and repair schedules;
- Justifying the replacement of equipment;
- Justifying the transition to advanced maintenance technologies based on the state;
- Forming SPTA for equipment.

The proposed methodological approach is not only applicable to transformer health monitoring systems. The developed technique is suitable for analyzing the state of any facility, the information on which is presented in the form of time series.

Developing algorithms and software for calculating the facility’s resource by the online monitoring results is expedient. Along with the RUL calculations, the algorithm should include the procedures of smoothing using the moving average method and reducing the normalized parameters to a single scale. Such software does not include complex operations; therefore, it can be implemented in any available programming language, including the Excel pack.

The benefits of the developed technique are simplicity and versatility. Both operations with pre-recorded parameters and online data processing are possible, so they can be widely used under operating conditions. Specifically, the technique is recommended for use in estimating the health and forecasting the RUL of HV switchgear equipment (vacuum and SF6 breakers, surge arresters, couplings, etc.) and mechatronic complexes comprising motors, gearboxes, converters, and other recoverable equipment.

There are no available studies in the literature that have continuously monitored RUL of the operating technical facility health over several years. Therefore, we can argue that the developed technique for calculating the RUL by the online monitoring results is original. Accordingly, the results obtained have features of novelty and practical significance, which confirms the scientific contribution hereof.

As a promising area of research, we have planned to perform a comparative analysis of techniques for assessing and forecasting transformers’ health, based on the RUL, calculating the health index (HI) and fuzzy methods.

Implementing the developed technique for assessing the furnace transformer RUL based on the results of online monitoring of partial discharges, provided in [2,64], is also relevant. This will expand the list of coordinates used in forecasting the RUL and facilitate implementing techniques for the multi-parameter diagnostics of the transformer state.

Developing a universal algorithm for calculating the RUL in online operated monitoring systems is expedient. This will allow for not only assessing its health online but also forecasting its change, considering failures and predictive maintenance. As noted above, this will contribute to the implementation of promising technologies for the maintenance and repair of HV equipment.

The development and implementation of online monitoring systems combined with special data processing software contribute to implementing modern Smart-Grid technologies in the grids of energy and power supply systems of industrial enterprises [92]. The presented technique is a fragment of a set of solutions for the diagnostic monitoring of the HV equipment’s health [93–97].
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